Understanding Images

Pinhole Projection
• Image formation is a consequence of light
traveling in straight lines.
The dashed lines
are the only rays
of light that make
it through the
hole, which
results in an
inverted image.

• The pinhole restricts only certain rays of
light to pass through, which then project an
image opposite the hole.
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Pinhole projection
• Pinhole images of the Sun on the ground are
caused by small openings in the leaves above.
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Images via reflection
• Law of reflection
– The angle of reflection equals the angle of
incidence.
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Reflected Images
• Virtual image
– is same size as object, formed behind a mirror, and
located at the position where the extended reflected
rays converge.
– is as far behind the mirror as the object is in front of
the mirror.
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Reflected Images, Continued-2
• Plane mirror
– Note: the only axis reversed in an image is
the front-back axis.

If right and left were reversed then the image’s right
hand would be holding the brush. But the image’s
left hand is holding the brush.
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Reflected Images, Continued-3

Holding a word up to a mirror reveals that the mirror does not flip left to right, but
instead flips front to back. Note that both the actual word and its mirror image can be
read properly, as they both have the letter "R" on the left. Also note that on the real
letter "E" you can read the word "FRONT" but on the mirror image letter "E", you read
the word "BACK". This shows that the mirror image is flipped front to back.
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Reflected Images, Continued-4
• Shape of mirror forms a different virtual image.
– Convex mirror (that curves outward; a): virtual image
is smaller and closer to the mirror than the object.
– Concave mirror (that curves inward; b): virtual image
is larger and farther away than the object.
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Bending Light: Refraction
• When light bends in going obliquely from one
medium to another, we call this process
refraction.
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Lenses: Using refraction to make images
• Lenses
– Two common types:
• Converging (convex) lens
– thicker at the center than edges
– converges light
• Diverging (concave) lens
– thinner at the center than edges
– diverges light
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Lenses, Continued
• Key features of lenses
– Principal axis
• line joining the centers of curvature of the two lens surfaces

– Focal point
• point at which all the light rays come together

– Focal length
• distance between the center of the lens and either focal point
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Lenses, Continued-2
• A lens bends the straight-line paths of light.
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Lenses, Continued-3
• A converging lens can project an image.
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Seeing Light – The Eye
As light enters the eye, it
moves through the
transparent cover called the
cornea, which does about
70% of the necessary
bending of the light before it
passes through an opening
in the iris (colored part of the
eye).
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Seeing Light – The Eye, Continued
• The opening is called the
pupil.
• The light then reaches the
crystalline lens, which finetunes the focusing of light
that passes through a
gelatinous fluid called
vitreous humor.
• Light then passes to the
retina, which covers the back
two-thirds of the eye and is
responsible for the wide field
of vision that we experience.
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Seeing Light – The Eye, Continued-1
• The retina is composed of tiny antennae that resonate to
the incoming light.
• Rods handle vision in low light.
– They predominate toward the
periphery of the retina.

• Cones handle color vision
and detail.
– They are denser toward the
center of the retina.
– There are three types of cones,
stimulated by red, green, and blue
wavelengths of light.
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Cameras
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Compared to the Eye

Light is refracted by the cornea and lens to form an
image on the light sensitive cells on the retina. The
optic nerve sends a new image to the brain every
1/15th of a second. The brain flips the image and
fills in blind spots.
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Glass or plastic lenses refract light to form an image
on a sensor. Modern sensors use light-sensitive
semi-conducting solid-state chips. Past sensors
used plastic film coated in light-sensitive chemicals.
A shutter opens and closes to let light on to the
sensor. The exposure time can be adjusted. An
adjustable aperture changes the amount of light that
passes through (like the eye’s pupil). Movies are
made by taking images in rapid succession (1/24th
of a second or faster produces the appearance of
smooth motion to the human eye).

Telescopes
Telescopes are just fancy cameras

Telescopes
Analysis of light is by far the major way in which astronomers gather information
about the Universe. So, we need to collect as much as possible and study it in
great detail.
telescopes gather more light
than our eyes can, and
provide greater clarity.
record and measure light
with electronic detectors.
Use spectrographs, etc. to
obtain more information
about the physical conditions
from which the light escaped.
Study the entire
electromagnetic spectrum -not just visible light. Use
radio and space telescopes,
etc.
Use computers for detailed,
quantitative analysis

Purpose of Telescopes
The primary purpose of a telescope is to collect more light.
The brightness of an object is some number of photons being collected per
unit area per unit time. Brightness is therefore the amount of radiation
received by us. We cannot change how bright an object is. But we can
change the number of photons we collect.
We Can...
increase the amount of time over which we collect photons
increase the area of whatever we are using to collect photons
Like collecting raindrops in a bucket. To get more water:
-Leave the bucket in the rain for a long period of time
-Use a bigger bucket
Or do both!

Collecting area of human eyes is only the total area of your two pupils. It's not very
big.
Plus, your eyes only collect light for about 1/15th of a second before they send the
info to your brain and start collecting again (like frames of a movie).
That's why when you look through a telescope at the Orion nebula it does not look
as impressive as it does in the pretty pictures in textbooks. Plus we cannot record
precisely what our eyes saw and study it later quantitatively. So, we need
telescopes...

We rate telescopes by the size of their collecting area. Collecting areas are usually
circular -- describe them in terms of their diameters:
A large telescope has a diameter of Dt = 4 m, whereas your dilated eye has a
diameter of about De = 4 mm (4 x 10-3 m).
A = area = πR2 = πD2/4 , since R = D/2
Ratio of areas:
At/Ae = Dt2/De2 = (Dt/De)2
At/Ae = ((4 m)/(4 x 10-3 m))2 = 1 x 106
So with an area 1 million times greater we can see stars 1 million times fainter than
the eye! (using only a 1/15 second exposure time)

The secondary purpose of a telescope is to provide greater resolution
Resolution is the ability to detect fine detail. For example, the bright star in the bend
of the handle of the Big Dipper, Mizar, looks like just one star to your eye. But in a
telescope it is revealed to be two stars. Your eye cannot resolve angles small
enough to separate the two stars in the image on your retina.

A wave property of light, called diffraction. As a wave passes through an aperture
the planar wave is converted into a spherical wave as seen in the following figure:

In a telescope (or your eye) which has a circular aperture this leads to point sources
being surrounded by rings of light. When the rings of one point source overlap the
rings of another it becomes impossible to discern one point source from the next.

This effect is dependent on wavelength as you might expect from the figure. There is
a simple relation for the smallest angle, α, that a circular aperture, with a diameter D,
can resolve for light with wavelength λ .
α ≈ 1.22λ/D
We call this the diffraction limit of a telescope. Here the angle is measured in
radians. (there are 57.3° in 1 radian, and 3600" in 1°. Hence, there are 206,265" in 1
radian).
The twin 10 meter Keck
Telescopes could resolve
an angle of 14
milli-arc-seconds. But it
does not actually achieve
this small of an angle.
The atmosphere blurs the
light of any incoming
point source and spreads
the light out over a larger
angle than the diffraction
limit of the telescope.

Types of Telescopes
There are 2 basic types of telescopes:
Refractors: Use lenses to refract (bend)
light into a focus to form an image.
Largest in the world is the 40-inch at
Yerkes Observatory in WI, USA
Difficult and expensive to manufacture at
larger sizes. No modern professional
telescopes use this design.

Reflectors: Use mirrors to reflect
light into a focus to form an image.
Largest single telescope in the world
is the 10.4-meter Canaries Great
Telescope, in the Canary Islands.

Types of Telescopes
There are 2 basic types of telescopes:
Refractors: Use lenses to refract (bend)
light into a focus to form an image.
Light must pass through lenses, which
absorbs some light.
Light of different wavelengths will refract at
different angles. So each color of light has
a different focal length. Difficult to make a
multiwavelength image in focus.
Reflectors: Use mirrors to reflect
light into a focus to form an image.
Single mirrors can be much larger
than lenses. Can also use
segmented mirrors to form very
large apertures. 30-meter class
telescopes are now being planned.

Telescopes at other wavelengths
Telescopes that work at radio, infrared, ultraviolet, or even x-ray light all use the
same basic principles that optical telescopes do. They all have diffraction limits and
are setting out to detect as many photons as possible by maximizing their collecting
area.
Individual differences based on how matter interacts with these wavelengths of light.
Making mirrors for X-rays is difficult since X-rays penetrate deep into and even pass
straight through conventional optical mirrors.
XRT aboard the joint JAXA-NASA Hinode
Solar Observatory

Radio telescopes work much in the same manner as your radio sets in your car.
There is a dish which is referred to as an antenna that reflects radio waves to a
focus and the radio waves drive a signal from that focus to a control room where it is
recorded.

Green Bank Telescope is a 100-meter radio
telescope in West Virginia, USA

Detectors
Originally, astronomers’ only detector was their own eyes. They recorded what they saw
in drawings.

Beginning in the 1800s, glass plates with a coating of photosensitive chemicals were
used at the focus of telescopes to collect light over long exposure times.

Detectors

Today, astronomers use various kinds of digital detectors, such as CCDs (Charged-Coupled Devices).
Solid-state semi-conductor chips that work on the principle of the photoelectric effect discovered by Einstein.
Photons of light knock electrons loose when they collide with certain elements. Loose electrons create a
charge that we can measure.
CCDs are used in video and digital cameras (like those in phones). Science grade CCDs have arrays of
pixels of 2048 x 2048 or more. Each pixel stores electric charge in direct proportion to the amount of light that
has been incident upon it. CCDs have many advantages:
•
•
•
•

Linear response: double the exposure time or star brightness, double the charge
Extremely sensitive: up to 80% of photons are detected
Digital Output: analyze with computers
Wide dynamic range: very faint or bright stars are measured accurately.

Detectors
Digital images are quite different and much more flexible than images taken on
photographic film or plates. They can be thought of as numeric representations of
a two-dimensional image. Or, more precisely, they are a matrix of square pixels
(picture elements) arranged in columns and rows. Each pixel is assigned a
numerical value, so they can all be analyzed and adjusted using mathematical
operations.

Atmospheric Blur
Telescopes on the ground, cannot achieve their diffraction limit, because of the blurring of light caused by
Earth’s atmosphere.

Space Telescopes
Why put telescopes in Space? …To get above the atmosphere

Advantages of having a telescope in space:
• No distortion or blurring by the atmosphere of Earth. Telescopes can reach their
diffraction limit.
• The sky is darker. No scattered light from nearby human populations or from the Sun.
The atmosphere also glows at certain wavelengths, especially in the infrared. The
infrared sky is very bright.
• You can see ultraviolet, x-rays, gamma-rays, and infrared light blocked by the
atmosphere.
• Even at visible wavelengths the atmosphere absorbs some light.
• The telescope mirrors do not flex under their own weight as they do on the ground.
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